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Description
Currently, TYPO3 widely makes use of jumpToUrl() which in fact does a simple redirect. In some cases, the call isn't even necessary,
since <a> tags support the href nowadays.
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #89315: deleteRecord is not defined

Closed

2019-09-30

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #89619: LinkBrowser requests incorrect URL when s...

Closed

2019-11-08

Associated revisions
Revision 04ea328d - 2019-09-04 09:47 - Andreas Fernandez
[TASK] Deprecate jumpToUrl()
This patch deprecated the well-known `jumpToUrl()` function which simply
does a redirect nowadays. Any occurence may be replaced by either using
`window.location.href` or using simple `<a>` tags.
Resolves: #89033
Releases: master
Change-Id: I213d89825b8ee4736e168653cddb1929ceb9844e
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61389
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Richard Haeser <richard@maxserv.com>
Tested-by: Susanne Moog <look@susi.dev>
Reviewed-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>
Reviewed-by: Richard Haeser <richard@maxserv.com>
Reviewed-by: Susanne Moog <look@susi.dev>
Revision 50d24ac1 - 2019-09-30 20:50 - Andreas Fernandez
[BUGFIX] Re-implement record deletion via EditDocumentController
The change of #89033 removed the callback for deleting records within
EditDocumentController, resulting in JavaScript errors.
This patch adds the delete action again, directly implemented in the
FormEngine module. The URL to delete the record is pre-built as well,
since any required information is already known.
Resolves: #89315
Related: #89033
Releases: master
Change-Id: I842d0119291b53be3cdc3b2d6373ccd474fc7146
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61865
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Revision 3a814b6f - 2019-12-06 12:43 - Dennis Prinse
[BUGFIX] Remove jumpToUrl function in LinkBrowser
This patch backports the changes in AbstractLinkBrowserController
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which were added in patch #89033.
Before, the AbstractLinkBrowserController added a href=#
and an onclick=jumpToUrl() which triggered JavaScript to switch
tabs. In this patch, the onclick=jumpToUrl() function will
be removed from a tab and complete url will be set to the tab
instead.
The onclick=jumpToUrl() function caused problems when switching
tabs while resources were loading.
Resolves: #89619
Related: #89033
Releases: 9.5
Change-Id: Ib16f86ddab8ca47e492b4ef5bb730cd73b6b5220
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62344
Tested-by: Andreas Fernandez <a.fernandez@scripting-base.de>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Richard Haeser <richard@maxserv.com>
Reviewed-by: Andreas Fernandez <a.fernandez@scripting-base.de>
Reviewed-by: Richard Haeser <richard@maxserv.com>

History
#1 - 2019-08-28 15:53 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from In Progress to Under Review
Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61389
#2 - 2019-08-28 16:10 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 6 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61389
#3 - 2019-08-28 16:34 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 7 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61389
#4 - 2019-08-29 16:57 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 8 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61389
#5 - 2019-09-04 10:00 - Andreas Fernandez
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 04ea328d3f48e680317262f574e3a64abfbc93b8.
#6 - 2019-09-30 17:13 - Andreas Fernandez
- Related to Bug #89315: deleteRecord is not defined added
#7 - 2019-12-23 22:54 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
#8 - 2020-02-28 00:07 - Markus Klein
- Related to Bug #89619: LinkBrowser requests incorrect URL when switching tabs during loading process added
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